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It is shown that, given a compact metrizable HausdorfT space K and a dense 
sequence (1,) in K, there is a monotone basis of C(K) which is interpolating with 
nodes(r,z). This gives a positive answer to a question raised by Gurarii. ’ 1988 
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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let X be a Banach space and (e,,) a sequence of elements of X. (e,) is 
called a hasis of X if, for each x E X, there is exactly one representation of x 
of the form x = I;= l ukek, c(~ real or complex numbers. In this case, by 
uniform boundedness, we have sup,, I/S,,II < rx), where S,,(x) = C; =, Ekek, 
n = 1, 2, supn /I S,/I is called the basis constant of (x,,). If sup,, l(S,II = 1, 
then (e,,) is called a monotone basis. 
In spaces of continuous functions on compact Hausdorff spaces K (C(K)- 
spaces), one can connect bases with the notion of interpolation of 
functions: 
A basis (e,,) of a C(K)-space is called interpolating with nodes t,, E K if, 
for each ,f~ C(K), f(r,) = S,,(f)(tk), k = 1, . . . . n, n = 1, 2, [S]. In this case 
the nodes (t,,) are necessarily dense in K [S, Proposition 1.3.71. The 
foremost example of an interpolating basis is the Schauder system (e,,) in 
C(0, 1). This basis is closely connected with a sequence of special peaked 
partitions of unity e,, ,,, i = 1, . . . . n, n = 1, 2, . . . . of C(0, 1 ). That is, 
O<e,.,,<l, i e ,,,, =l, 
i=k 
,=I i # k if k = 1, . . . . n, 
and wnfe,,,,, , f:lZ, 3 span{ei,,,};=, it,, t,, . ..} is a given sequence dense 
in [0, 1 I.. Here the Schaudersystem (with respect to t,, t,, . ..) is defined by 
e,, = e,,, ,, , n = 1, 2, . . . One easily obtains that (e,,) is a monotone basis and, 
for each .f~ W4 11, .f(fk) = C:= I f(f,) e,,,Atk) = S,,( .fNrk), k = 1, 2, . . . . n, 
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n = 1, 2, ([S, 2.31 broken-line interpolation). Note that the preceding 
conditions on r,,, imply that {ei, n) i= 1, . . . . n} corresponds to the unit 
vector basis in span{ej.,l}:Z, zP!! (IlC::,, cc,eJ =max, 1~~1). 
Gurarii showed in [l] that for each E > 0, any compact metrizable 
Hausdorff space K and sequence (t,) dense in K there is a basis of C(K) 
which has a basis constant 6 1 + E and which interpolates with nodes (t,). 
Since the construction in [l] does not yield a monotone basis in general 
Gurarii raised the question whether there is, in any separable C(K)-space, a 
monotone basis interpolating for prescribed notes [ 1; 5, 4.3.53. 
We give a positive answer to this question by constructing bases in a 
larger class of Banach spaces including C(K)-spaces, which are monotone 
and interpolate for given nodes. These bases again have the characteristic 
features of the Schauder systems described above. Indeed the Schauder 
systems on [0, l] and their generalizations to functions with several 
variables [S, Chap. 31 are special cases of the following construction. 
2. ADMISSIBLE BASES IN L,-PREDUAL SPACES 
Let X be a Banach space whose dual is isometrically isomorphic to an 
L,-space. For simplicity we consider Banach spaces over the real numbers, 
however, all constructions carry over to the complex field. The class of L,- 
predual spaces of course includes C(K)-spaces and moreover, e.g., sublat- 
tices of C(K), simplex spaces (i.e., spaces of continuous affine functions on 
a compact Choquet simplex) and C,(K)-spaces (i.e., where K is a compact 
Hausdorff space, 6: K + K is a continuous involution and C,(K) = 
{f~ C(K) If(&) = -f(k) for all k E K}) [Z]. 
DEFINITION. Let X be an L,-predual space and assume that Qn are 
elements of the extreme point set of the unit ball of X*, ex B(X*). A basis 
(e,) of X is called interpolating with nodes (@,) if, for every fE X, ok(f) = 
Dk(Sn(f)), k = 1, . . . . n, n = 1, 2, . . . . Here S,(f) = Et!, akek ifs= Cr=, akek. 
In case X= C(K), the elements of ex B(X*) are the Dirac functionals (up to 
the sign) of the elements in K. Hence in this case the notion of an inter- 
polating basis coincides with that of Section 1. 
The following proposition is due to Lazar and Lindenstrauss [2,4]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a separable Banach space. Then X* z L, iff 
there are subspaces E, c E2 c . c X such that X = UE, and E,, z l”, for 
all n. 
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Let e,, ,,, i = 1, ,.., n, be the unit vector basis of E,, z l’$. Then, after a 
suitable rearrangement of the indices, there are numbers a,,,, such that 
e 1. ,r =ei,,~+I+X,.,2e,~+I.,,+I, i=l,...,n. (*I 
Put e,, = e,,, ,, for all n. Then we have [4; 3, Lemma 1.11. 
PROPOSITION 2. (e,,) is a monotone basis qf‘ X = UE,,. 
We call bases of X, which are constructed in this way, admissible bases. If 
X is a simplex space (which is equivalent to ex B(X) # @) then the e, ,, can 
be taken to be peaked partions of unity (p.p.u.‘s). That is, 0 de, ,I d 1 and 
c:‘= l e,, ,, = 1 in addition for all n [2]. In this case we call (e,,) a p.p.u. busis 
of X. 
PROPOSITION 3. Admissible buses are interpolating. 
Proof. We retain the preceding notation. For each n there is a unique 
@, E ex B(X*) with 
i=n 
i#n 
for all i= 1, . . . . n+m, m=O, 1, 2, [3, 61. 
Using induction, one obtains, by (*), 
S,,(f) = t @Lf) e,, n for each f~ X. 
/=I 
Then clearly @JS,,(f)) = @Jf), k = 1, . . . . n. m 
The @,, of the preceding proof are called the functionals ussociated with 
the admissible basis (e,,). 
THEOREM. Let X be a separable L,-preduul space. Assume thut 
@, E ex B( X* ), n = 1, 2, . ..) satisfy @,#f@“, if nfm and 
{ f@,,In= 1,2, . ..} =ex B(X*) ( w*-closures). Then there is an admissible 
basis e,, e,, . . . of X whose associated functionals are @, , Qz, . . . . Moreover, !f 
X is a simplex space and @, E (ex B(X*))+ then e,, e2, . . . can be chosen to be 
a p.p.u.-basis. 
If X= C(K) this includes, in view of Propositions 2 and 3, a positive 
answer to the problem of Gurarii mentioned in Section 1. We postpone the 
proof of the Theorem to Section 4. First, we shall study some special 
properties of admissible bases. 
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3. PROPERTIES OF ADMISSIBLE BASES 
Throughout this section let X be a separable L,-predual space. 
LEMMA 1 (Extension property). Let e, , . . . . e,, be an admissible basis ~#‘a 
subspace EcX. Assume that GcXis finite dimensionaland take E>O. ThPn 
there are a positive integer m and elements e,, , , . . . . e,,+,,? E X .such that 
(1) elt -., e,,+, is an admissible basis sequence spanning a subspace F
(2) ~~f~l/~-fllIf~~}6~llgllf~~~~~s~~. 
ProoJ: By [2, Theorem 3.11 there is an I”,+“-subspace Fc X containing 
E with 
infC llg -f II 1.f~ FI d dgll for all g E G. 
Since E z I”, there are subspaces E = E, c E, c E, c . . . c E, = F, where 
Ekg.;++ for all k [4]. Let ei,,l, i= 1, . . . . n, be the unit vector basis of 
E g 1; such that e, = e,, ,, . Then one can find an arrangement of the indices 
of the unit vector basis of E,, e, ,,+ , , i = 1, . . . . n + 1, such that 
e 1, ,1 = e,,,,+l +~ien+l,,,+lj i = 1, . . . . n, 
for some numbers rxi [4]. Put e, + , = e,, ,, n+, Induction concludes the 
proof. 1 
LEMMA 2 (Permutation property). Let (ek) be an admissible basis of X 
whose associated functions are (@k). If @, + ,(e,) = 0 for some n then 
el,...,en-l,en+Ire,,,en+2,... is an admissible basis of X with associated 
functionals @, , . . . . an ~ , , @,, + , , CDn, QH + z, . 
Proof: Put E, = spanfe,, . . . . ek}. Hence E, = 1;) k = 1, 2, . . . . Consider 
the unit vector basis e, k of Ek, i = 1, . . . . k, such that ek = ek, k. We have 
(1) ei,+ I =ei.,I+@,(e,,.+,)e,, i=l,..., n-l and 
(2) ej, n = e,,.+l+~,+l(ej,.)e,,+,,~=l,...,n. Hence 
(3) en,.+, = e, by our assumption. We obtain 
(4) ei,n-l = ej,n+l + @,(ei,.-,)e,.+, + (@p,+l(e,n) + @n(er,n-l) 
~n+,(e,))e,+~=ei,.+~+~,(ei,.-,)e~,.+l+~,,+~(e,,,)e,+~~ Put 
i? 
(5) e”j,r=ei,n+,+~,(ei,.~,)e,,.+,. i=l,..., n-l,e”,,.=e,+,.Then 
I, n, -., en, n IS the unit vector basis of I”, since 
= max lli/ 
I s F1 
for all 2,. 
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Moreover, put 
(6) ~;.,,+1=e,.n+I> i=l,-.,n-l, ~,,,,,+,=e,,+,,~,,+,,,,+,=~,,,,,+,. 
Again, llC;_‘,’ J.,P,,,,+,ll = Sup{l@Q’f: n,F,,,,+,)l I k= 1, . . ..n+ I} = 
max ,<,,+, ii.,l, for all A,. We have (1, 4, 5) 
e /. ,I ~ I = 0,. II + @,I + I (CL II 1 F,,, t, 1 i= 1, . . . . n - 1 
and 
p,, II = ?I. ,, + 1 + @,Se,. n- I) p,, + 1. ,, + 1, i= 1, . . . . n - 1 ((3) (4), (5) (6)). 
e’,,, II= ~,I, II + I 
Since P,,, ,1 = e,, + , , e”,,+ ,,n + , = e,, we obtain Lemma 2. 1 
In the following lemma let e,.,,, i= 1, . . . . n, be the unit vector basis of 
spanje,, . . . . e,,} with e,, = e,,, ,,, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
LEMMA 3 (Exchange property). Let (ek) be an admissible basis of X 
bvhose associated functionals are (Qk). Then, for any index set 
(n-t 1, . . ..n+mf. the .vuence e,,...,e,,, e,,.,,,,.,,, e,,+2,.+,,,, . . . . e,,.,,,, 
~~H+n,+l, ... is an admissible basis of X whose associated functionals are again 
( Qk) (in the same order). 
Proqf: It suffices to assume m = 2, Lemma 3 follows then by using 
induction. (The case m = 1 is trivial because e,,, ,, ,,+, = e,,, ,). We have 
e =e I. II ,, ,I+ I + @,,+ I(e,.,,) e,+ l.,t+ I 
=~,.,,+~+~,,+,(~i.,,)e,,+1,,,+2+(~,,+2(~~,,,+~) 
+~rr+I(ej.,,)~,,+2(e,,+~,,,+~))e,,+2,rl+2~ i= 1 3 ..., n.(l) 
Put 
P 1. ,l + I = e,,,,+2+(~,,+2(e,,,,+,) 
+~n+I(ei,n)~,l+2(e,,+~,,,+~))e,,+2,,,+2 i= 1, . . . . n, (2) 
and 
e,, + I, II + , = ef7 + l, ,, + 2 (3) 
Then 1 pi, ,2 + 1 / i = 1, . . . . n + 1 } is the unit vector basis of I’,+‘. Moreover, by 
(l), (2), (3), e ,,,, =P,,,7+,+~n+,(ei.,,)P,+,,,,+,, i=l,..., n, and ?j,n+,= 
e ,,,,+2+~,,+2(~i,.+,)e,+2,,,+2, .i= 1, . . . . n + 1. The latter equation follows 
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from (3), if j=, + 1, since @n+2(e,z+ ,,n+2) =O. If j<n + 1 this equation 
follows from (2) since then 
This concludes the proof in view of (3). 1 
In the proof of the next lemma we make use of the following fact due to 
Lazar and Lindenstrauss [2, Theorem 2.11, we state here only a special 
version: 
Consider r= conv(r, v -r,), where r, is a w*-closed face of 
E( X* ). Let f: B( X* ) + R he concave, w *-continuous and assume 
f(x*) + f( -x*) 3 0 for all x* E B(X*). Suppose 2 r+ R is w*- 
continuous, affine and t(0) =0 such that Cd fir. Then there is 
e E X with C(x*) =x*(e), x* E r, and x*(e) < f(x*), x* E B(X*). 
LEMMA 4 (Dual extension property). Let e,, . . . . e, be an admissible 
basis qf a suhspace E c X. Let @, , . . . . @,, E ex B(X*) be such that Gklr, 
k = 1, . . . . n, are the corresponding associated functionals. Consider 
@Eex B(X*)\{ f@,lk= 1, . . . . n}. Then there is eE X such that e,, . . . . e,,, 
e is an admissible basic sequence spanning a subspace Fc X and 
@ , , I;, . . . . @, , I;, @, ,.. are the corresponding associated functionals. 
Proof: Let e, nr i= 1, . . . . n, be the unit vector basis of I’:, s E with 
e, = e n, ,I. Put rl = conv( @, , . . . . Qn, @} and r=conv(r, u -r,). Then rl 
is a w*-closed face of B(X*) (because X* z L, and Q1, . . . . @,,, 
CD E ex B(X*)). Define f: B(X*) + R by 
f(x*)=min 
i( 
1 - i O,x*(ei,,,) 
)I( 
1 - i @,@(ei,,) 
i= I ,=I !I 
o,= +1, i= 1 9 ..., n, such that f O,@(e,,,) # 1 , x* E B(X*). 
I= I 
It is easily checked that f is concave, w*-continuous and 
f(x*)+f(-x*)20 for all x*EB(X*). We even have f(x*), f(-x*)20 
since C:=, jx*(e,,.)I < 1. Put 
(1) P(I1@+C;=,A$,)=A, if I1:l+Cy=, IAildl. We have C(x*)< 
f(x*) for all x* E r. Hence there is e E X such that 
(2) x*(e) = ;(x*), X* E r, 
(3) x*(e) ,< f(x*), x* E B(X*). Put 
(4) ei,n+l = e I,n -@(ei,.)e, i=l,..., n, and e,+,,.+,=e. 
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Then by (11, G’), (4), 
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@jtei, II + I) = 
i. 
A' 
i=j 
i#j' @(e 
,,,r+,)=O, i<n+ 1, 
@(e ,l+,,,I+,)= 13 @Je ,,+,,,r+,)=O, .i= l,...,‘~. 
Moreover, by (3) and (4), 
,1+ I 
C Ix*(ei.n+l)l G ’ for all .Y* E B(X*). 
,=I 
This proves that r, ,,+ , , i = 1, . . . . n + 1, is the unit vector basis of 1;’ ’ By 
definition (4) we have 
e 1. ?, =ei.?Z+i + Wei. ,,I e, i=l n. 2 ..., 
This proves Lemma 4. m 
LEMMA 5 (Perturbation property I). Let e,, . . . . e,,, e,,, 1 he an 
admissible basis of a subspace E c X and consider @, , . . . . @,,, @,,+ , E 
ex B(X*) such that @,,s, . . . . @,+ ,jE are the corresponding associated 
functionals. Then for any E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 (depending on E and E) 
satisfying the following: 
For any @ E ex B( X*) with 
(1) II@,E-@n+I,EII Gd 
there is e E X such that 
(2) e,, . . . . e,, e is an admissible basis of a subspace Fc X whose 
associated functionals are cP,,~, . . . . QnjF, @,F, 
(3) Ile--e,+,ll GE 
Proof Let e,, ,,, i = 1, . . . . n, be the unit vector basis of 
span{e,, . . . . e,} E I”, with e, = e,,,,. Fix E > 0. A continuity argument yields 
6 > 0 with 6 < min( 1, E) satisfying 
0-c 1 - i O,x*(e,,,,) 
i= I 
and 
(4) I(1 -CYzl @,x*Ce,,,,))F’-(1 -ZEl @,@,l+I(e,,,,)) -‘I GE/2 for 
allOi=+l,i=l ,..., n, withC:=,@$D,,+,(e,,.)#l, 
whenever IIx*,~-@~+,,~~~ d6, x* E B(X*j. (Continuity of the functions 
x*,~ + C:=, @+*(e,. .).) 
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Now, fix @vex B(X*) with I/Qls- @,,+ 1,Ell 6 6. Since 1 > 6 we have 
@ $ { f @i, . . . . ) @,, - @,,+ ,}. We may assume @ # @,, + , , otherwise there 
is nothing to prove. Define, for x* E B(X*), 
f(x*) = min 
{(l - Yi @fX*Cei..))I( 1 - i @,@(ei,n))i 
i= I ,=I 
Oi= fl, i=l,..., n, such that f Oi@,+,(ei,.)#l , 
i=l 
g(x* I= E + x*(e, + I 1, /2(x*) = min(f(x*), g(x*)). 
Clearly, f, g, h are o*-continuous and concave. Furthermore, we have 
(5) f(x*),f(-x*)20, g(x*)+g(-x*)20 for all x*eB(X*). 
We claim 
(6) h(x*) + h( -x*) > 0 for all x* E B(X*). 
To prove (6), in view of (5), we only have to check the case h(x*) =f(x*), 
h(--x*)= g( -x*). Note, x*,.=C;=+i lioi,, for some 1, such that 
Cl=+/ IAil 6 1. Hence xh= (1 -A) yh+ AZ,, * for some 0<;161, where 
y*(e,+,)=O, ZONE {+@,+,,E}. By definition we obtain 
(7) g(-x*)=6-lz*(e,+, ). Using concavity and (5) we conclude 
(8) f(x*)~(l-~)f(v*)+Ilf(z*)~~~(z*). 
Hence by (4), 
h(x*)+h(-x*) 
= g( -x*) +f(x*) 
for a suitable choice of signs Oi. (We used 11 - z*(C;=, @;e,, .)I < 2). 
There are two possibilities: 
Either z* = @ ?I+1 or z*= -cPH+l. 
If z* = @,, + i, then 
h(x*)+h(-x*)>&-A-~&+~>o. 
If z*= -Qn+i, then 
h(x*)+h(-x*)3&+Ll.&~O 
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since in any case 
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This proves the claim 
Now we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4. Put 
r=conv({ +@,, . . . . *CD,,, +@}) and define C(J.@+C:‘=, EL,@,)=).. Since 
lI@,E- @,I+ 1IE -. 11 ~66~ we obtain 16(x*)-x*(e,,+,)/ dt: for all ,Y*E~. 
Hence P(.x*) 6 g(x*) for all x* E J’, and, since 6(x*) <f(x*). i(x*) 6 h(.u*) 
for all x* E f. According to [2, Theorem 2.11 there is an e E X with 
C;(x*) =x*(e) for all x* E f and x*(e) < h(x*) for all x* E B(X*). 
This implies I-v*(e) - x*(e,,+ ,)I d c for all x* E B(X*) which yields (3). 
Moreover, put e, ,1 + , = e, ,I - @(e,, ,,) e, i = 1, . . . . n, and e,, + ,, ,, + , = e. In view 
of x*(e) <,f(x*) for all x* E B(X*), e,.,,, , , i= 1, . . . . n + 1, must be the unit 
vector basis of I’;.+ ’ (this is the same argument as in the last part of the 
proof of Lemma 4). This concludes the proof, since then 
e i, ?1 = e i. rI + I +@(ei.,,)e,,+~.~,+l and e,,+,,,,+,=e. I 
LEMMA 6 (Perturbation property II). Let A he a w*-dense subset of 
ex B(X*). Consider an admissible basis e, , . . . . e,,, e,, + , , . . . . e,, + ,,, of a suh- 
space E of X and assume Q1, . . . . a,,, + ,, E ex B(X* ) are such that 
@ l/t 5 “‘1 @ ,, + ,,,,): are the corresponding associated functionals. Then .for any 
c > 0 there are Gk,, . . . . tik,, E A and,f,, . . . . ,f,,, E X such that 
(1) e,, . . . . e,,, f,, . . . . f,, is an admissible basis of a .subspace F qf’ X 
whose associated .functionals are @, ,f, . . . . @,+, $k,,, , . . . . ifi,,,,, , 
(2) inf{/~e-fll1f‘EF}dE~lel/ foralleEE. 
Proof. We use induction on m. The case m = 1 is proven by Lemma 5. 
Assume Lemma 6 holds for a fixed m - 1. Then let e, , . . . . e,,, e,, + , , . . . . e, +,n, 
@I? .“> @n+m be as in the hypothesis of Lemma 6. The induction hypothesis 
yields f,, . ..., f,, , , tjk,, . . . . $k,ml E A such that 
(3) e,, . . . . en+ I f,, . . ..f. i is an admissible basis of a subspace G c X, 
whose associated functionals are @,,4, . . . . O,, + ,,c, $k,,L, . . . . $k,,, ~, G. 
(4) inf{/je-gl/lgEG}b&llell/3 for all eEE. 
Apply Lemma 3 to obtain g,, . . . . g,-~, such that e,, . . . . e,,, g,, . . . . g, , 
again is an admissible basis of G with the same associated functionals as 
before and such that in addition 
tik,(gi)={;: j;:; i,j=o, l)...) m-l. 
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where tjjko = a,, + , IJsing Lemma 2 and induction we see that e,, . . . . e,,, 
g,, . . . . g,,- , , g, is an admissible basis with associated functionals 
*!f ;;;; j: ;;;; &, .3 ‘..3 Iclk, ,,G’ @n+ l/c Apply Lemma 5 again to find f~ X, 
(5) e, , . . . . e,,, g, , . . . . g,,- , , ,f is an admissible basis of a subspace 
Fc X with associated functionals QIIF, . . . . Q,,,,, $+ . . . . $k,m,I;, $k,,f, 
(6) inf{ Ilg-fll IJ’E F} dellgIl/ for all geG. 
Arguments (4)-(6) yield (1) and (2) and conclude the induction. 1 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let @,, E ex B(X*) be such that { +@, I n E N 1 is o*-dense in ex B(X*) 
and assume that for each m we have 
(1) CD,+ { f@,ln#m, n= 1,2 ,... }. 
Fix a norm dense subset {xk I k = 1, 2, . ..} of B(X). We use induction to find 
an admissible basis (e,) of X whose associated functionals are 
@, , @2, @3, . ..’ For m, = 1 one can take any norm one vector e, E X such 
that Qi, (e,) = 1. Now assume that we have an admissible basic sequence 
e,, . . . . e,” E X already such that CD,,&, . . .. cD,,,,,~ are the corresponding 
associated functionals (E = span{ e, , . . . . e,“} ). Put 
(2) G=span{x ,,..., x,}. 
Apply Lemma 1 to find 7,) . . . . Y,.:,E X such that e,, . . . . e,,,, 7,) . . . . yr is an 
admissible basis sequence spanning a subspace F with 
(3) inf{ Ilg-,711 lf~F> d llgll/n for all gEG. Assume ql, . . . . $r~ 
ex B(X*) are such that @ilF, . . . . Qrn+ ijllF, . . . . $r,p are the corresponding 
associated functionals. Then apply Lemma 6 to find ,f,, . . . . f, and 
Q/c,, . . . . @k,, k,, . ..> k, > m,,, such that 
(4) e,, . . . . e,,,“, f,, . . . . fr is an admissible basis sequence spanning a 
subspace F of X whose associated functionals are @1,F, . .. . @,.,., 
@ k,ifi, .. . . @+ and such that 
(5) 4 Ilf -711 I.fe F) G llflll~ for all JIE F. 
It is possible to apply Lemma 6 in this situation, we may at first get suchf, 
where - @k,,f are the associated functionals for somej. In this case we take 
-f, instead f,. H ence without loss of generality we can assume there is 
such an admissible basis sequence satisfying (4) and (5). 
Note that k,, . . . . k, may not be ordered according to the order of the 
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integers. Furthermore, there may be “gaps” between the kj. To fill in the 
gaps, put s = (max, = ,, ,,,, I k.,) - m,, and consider 
(6) N={m,,+l,m,,+2 ,..., m,,+s}\{k, ,..., k,}. 
Put N= fk,,,, k,+z, . . . . k, >. Apply Lemma 4, s - Y times to find ,f,+ , , . . . . ,f, 
such that e,, . . . . em”, .I”,, . . . ..f.. .frfl, -., f, is an admissible basis sequence 
spanning a subspace Hc X whose associated functionals are 
@ I/,,’ ...) @ V,,’ @k, @k II’ . ..’ ’ If’ @k-,+ ,,,, 1 ‘.‘1 @k‘,,’ 
Of course, (5) remains valid for H instead of F since Fc H. Finally, we 
reorder the Qk,. To this end apply Lemma 3 to find g,, . . . . g, E H such that 
e,, . . . . emn, g, , . . . . g,, is an admissible basis of H whose associated functionals 
are the same as before and such that Qk,(g,) = 0 if i# j, i, j= 1, . . . . s. By 
Lemma 2 one may permute the indices of the g,. Hence let h, , . . . . h, be a 
permutation of 1, . . . . .F such that 
k,,,=m,+ 1, k,, = m,, + 2, . . . . k,,$ = m,, + s. 
Put emn +, = g/,,, j = 1, . . . . s. Then, e, , . . . . e,,,,, e,,,,, + , , . . . . e,,,,, + , is an admissible 
basis of H whose associated functionals are 
In view of (3) and (5) we have 
(7) inf{Ilg-hllIhEH}621lgll/nforallgEG. 
Put m,+, = m, + S. This finishes the induction, which clearly yields an 
interpolating admissible basic sequence whose associated functionals are 
CD, , Qi2, . . . . By (2) and (7) this basic sequence is a basis of X. In case X is a 
simplex space we can start with e, = 1. Then, if @,, E ex B(X*) + (i.e., @,, are 
the Dirac functionals of extreme points of the underlying simplex), we have 
@,,(e,) = 1 for all n. If e ,,,,, i= 1, . . . . n, is the unit vector basis of 
span{e,, . . . . e,} then one obtains by induction 0 d e,, n d e, = 1 and 
C:=, ei,,,= 1. H ence in this case (e,) is a p.p.u.-basis. 1 
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